Fiction:

Love on the Brain - Ali Hazelwood
Our Wives Under the Sea - Julia Armfield
Round Up the Usual Peacocks - Donna Andrews
Sea of Tranquility - Emily St. John Mandel
The Last Mile - Kat Martin
The Lioness - Chris Bohjalian
The Murder Rule: A Novel - Dervla McTiernan
The Wedding Dress Sewing Circle: A Novel - Jennifer Ryan
Thrill of the Hunt: A Novel - Rita Mae Brown
Tomorrow, and Tomorrow, and Tomorrow - Gabrielle Zevin

Non-Fiction:

Back to the Prairie: A Home Remade, A Life Rediscovered - Melissa Gilbert
Chaff in the Wind: Gleanings in the Maupin Community
Will the Circle Be Unbroken: The Making of a Landmark Album, 50th Anniversary - John McEuen